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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION
1.1 AIR FORCE NEEDS

Both motor design and propellant design are abetted by

detailed in-situ information on the deflagration behavior of

propellant surfaces. Present understanding of the details of

propellant combustion is sparse and would benefit from more

detailed qualitative information, as well as quantitative

information.1'2 More must be learned about localized, transient

burning rates, their dependence on grain and binder composition

and grain size distribution, and the coupling of regression rates

of the various constituents in the grain. Solid propellants have

a granular, heterogeneous composition.3 Consequently, local

variations in their transient burning rates are expected. In

fact, a spiked behavior in the local burning rate is known to

occur in many propellants. If local transients couple to the

acoustic field in the combustion chamber, the burning rate may

oscillate, driving instabilities in the chamber. 4 -1 0 Detailed

information on transient regression rates is poor. The provision

of such data would be of great benefit both in propellant

formulation and in motor design. The length scales of the

heterogeneities range from 2 to 103 um (the smallest being

additives, the largest being oxidizers). Therefore, the

phenomena pertaining to the combustion possess these length

scales.

An experiment which provided clarity and detail for quanti-

tative statistical analysis would be of tremendous help to the

modelers. This type of Information is available in high-speed

movies of flows and combusting systems. Because of its high-

pixel density, a photograph has great advantages for re'c()rdinq

topographic information. Solid propellant combustion is a prime

example of a system tor which detailed movies c.an provide

much-needed information. To follow both the local and transient

'Il
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propellant response requires movies that sim'.ltarie .y offer

Igood spatial resolution and high framing rates. It is suspected

that the combustion of nlividual particles is affected by their

Pnvironmerit , porsibly including other particles over reglions that

,-Are quite large compared to individual particle dimensions.

Moreover, the flame temperature and gas dynamics may not hr'

properly representative of motor conditions if the cross section

of a propellant test strand is too small, so it is desirable to

a I s be elptl toobsere 1Le fuly cmbus in ufce forobtain information over a wide field-of-view. Since it would
*also) be helpful to observe the fully combusting uraefor a

*im- longer than the time it takes the largest particles in a

fivJ,'t(,rriiilation to be completely consumed, movies sholld

* mad- av-r extended time periods.

Mu, !I of those cuantitative data could be organized in terms

-. t correlation functions and probability density functions. This

would require the automatic processing and analysis of a large

vinmber of frame sequences. It would also require high-quality

*hilms of excellent reF.. ion and a thorough characterization of

the propellants and the burn conditions.

Many prr)pellants are worthy of detailed photographic studies,

hut one class of special importance lacks the high-pressure

exponents typical of conventional grains. Studies by Richard

Miller of Hercules Corporation show that these formulations

exhibit an anomalous burning behavior as a function of grain size

mix whU i r predicted by theory and is not well

-. Th- bulrnitiq r-te is extremely seirv it ive to the

Sir-i ii Y ; ,jent ; ch o:inq s ;,i i'c burning rate by a factor of f, iE ht ,

-ii -he '-,inder, have been observed. Miller found that the

burn iq rate ot the larger (400 im) crystals follows a dist inct,

-step-wise pattern. In many cases these grains undergo such

Str .rj -hanclo,; in burrniqup rates as to self--ext inquish.

lnform3ti, n similar to tuat found by Miller is needed on grains

of ;ma tler ( 2P rn) sze

[21



A second important class of propellants uses aluminum as a

fuel and ammonium perchlorate (AP) as an oxidizer. These

formulations have a very high specific impulse but have been

difficult to study, due to the opacity and luminosity of their

flames. It is known that the heterogeneity of composition and

grain size play an important role in their combustion, but the

details of the effect of the interactions between the

constitutive grains on the respective grain regression rates are

not well known.

For the above reasons, the bulk of the experiments were run

on wide-distribution AP propellants, with a few additional movies

made on aluminized propellants. The emphasis in this program was

to deliver to AFRPL a data base on the microscopic and transient

combustion of propellants which can be used in models of

propellant combustion.

1.2 LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL TECHNIQUES

Presently one means of obtaining the transient propellant

burning rate is by the phase shift in a microwave cavity.12,13

The data acquired using this technique are impressive. However,

it yields only an average oscillatory burning rate taken over the

entire burning surface of the propellant. This technique is best

suited for recording repetitive, sinusoidal oscillations and is

insensitive to secular transients. Finally, it is restricted to

information about the regression rate of the strand itself. It

gives no information about coupling to perturbations in the

gas-phase combustion zone and would not readily be extended to

geometries other than end-burning strands. To date, it has only

been demonstrated successfully in burns occurring inside of

waveguides. The applicability of such data to environments more

closely approximating practical motors is not clear. Indeed a

Hilbert transform analysis of microwave data has been made,

showing that these data are very inaccurate.

(3)



Additional information has been obtained !rom ,st-mortem

analysis of the surfaces of quenched propellants.ll, 4 -17 Much

of the detailed understanding of segregation and sintering in

mixed grain formulations is based on such work. Unfortunately,

it is not known to what extent the grain surface is altered

during the quenching process.

Much of the present knowledge of propellant deflagration has

been garnered by high-speed photography.14,18- 2 0 However, cine-

photography using conventiu.,al light sources is unable to resolve

the burning particles hiddezn inside of their bright flames. Con-

ventional cinephotography suffers from an inherent blur limita-

tion, given by long (10 ps) shutter time. In addition, standard

window bombs do little to isolate various aspects of the chamber

envirornent, such as the magnitude and direction of the flow

relative to the propellant surface. Such movies are made with

white light, with effective shutter times on the order of a

microsecond. These cenditions would require film motion blur of

seven microns for ever- Lncrement of a thousand frames per second

in the film framing rate at unity magnification. In fact, these

movies are usually taken with an effective shutter time equal to

a given fraction of the framing rate, with a "1/100th shutter"

being about state of the art. This would result in 70--micron

motion blur at unity magnification.

Most conventional films are taken at framing rates of 2000 to

4000 frames per second, with the bulk of them at the lower end of

that ranqe. Thi7 would limit their ability to follow one

kilchertz oscillations in detail. Conventional movies obtain

thE ir peak reso]ution orI the order of 25 microns (15 jm ba been

claimed) through magnification. Magnification has the advantage

of overcoming the blur problem due to the long shutter times in

these movies. It also enables the experimenter to use large-

grain film which does not require extremely intense light for

exposure. However, every factor-of-two increase in magnification

reduces the depth-of-fie.. by a factor of four. Consequently,

14]
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these movies must suffer not only from a reduced field-of-view

due to their magnification, but also from a very limited

depth-of-field. Since these movies are run without a

servopositioner, this also limits the number of frames in focus

within a sequence.

1.3 APPROACH

The objectives of the experiment are to develop an enhanced

experimental capability for achieving high-resolution movies of

propellant combustion over a wide field-of-view and an extended

time period. The primary aim has been to obtain qualitative

information, but demonstration of the potential of such films for

providing quantitative data was also sought. The approach taken

has been to assemble a photographic system comprising four key

elements: a copper-vapor lase , a coherence spoiler, a photo-

diode array based servopositioner, and a window bomb with wide

optical access.

The use of an intense pulsed 510 nm laser for illumination

relaxes some of the constraints germane to white-light illumi-

nation. Consequently, it is now possible to survey an entire

strand surface in detail. In this manner, meaningful statistical

information can be obtained about detailed particle behavior in

the flame. In particular, analyses of interactions between

particles and cooperative behavior, if any, may be made.

1.4 SCOPE

The program cor5i ;Ied of several t asks divided into three

groups. The first group involved the setup of the experiment.

This included construction of a windowed combuslor ui irmnzed for

the experiments, rhockout of a state-of-the-art copper-vapor

laser, implementation of a circuit for synchronizinq the laser

pulses with the camera framing rate, and de ,eopment of a

detailed experimental plan. The second set of taskr comprised

[5]
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the main focus of the proposed work--deliver,, of d '4a matrix on

a sequence of selected propellants. The major goal of these

experiments was to prov d- high--quality front- lit movies of

improved resolution that enhanced our qualitative understanding

of propellant deflagration. The third group of tasks consisted

of attempts to extend our capability, using variants of our

principal experimental technique, especially stereo a

cinephotography.

A customized windowed ,"mbustor was built for these experi-

ments. The combustor was provided with a wide-angle window

conl iqration optimized for stereo photographs of the strand

curtare. The combustor was TIG welded from stainless steel

tubing and commercial flanges. Circuitry to synchronize the

laser julses with the camera framing rate was designed and

installed. A servopositioning circuit to maintain the strand

surface within the depth-of-field of the camera optics was also

designed and fabricatd.

The main work consisted of front-lit profile studies of

localized regression rates of a series of related propellant

strands and their analysis. In the beginning, a matrix suggested

by Richard Miller was used. The formulations were of ammonium

nerchlorate (AP) grains using IPDI and DDI curatives. Ten per--

cent of the grain mix consisted of 20-pm particles. Two-thirds

of the mix c(nsisted of 400-pm and 2-pm particles in a five-part

series of resporti.rely 38/39, 41/36, 44/33, 47/30, and 50/27

percent. The remaining 13 percent of the formulation consisterd

f h i rirr. Three pressure.; were used: 500, 200- and 100 p-,i.

In addition to the matrix movies, front-lit high-speed stereo

movies were al o made of the burning surfaces of solid propellant

strands, at operating pressures up to 350 psi. Movies were made

at .iewirvg in!Ies separated by 90 degrees to achieve a high depth

resolution. These movies, which were recorded through flames

across a in. field-of-view, have a resolution of 25 pm. The

[61
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I.

stereo images were simultaneously recorded side by side on the

same 16-mm frame by using X2 demagnifying optics and a mirror

arrangement. The two images then passed through a single camera

lens. Because of the complexity in the acquisition and reduction

of stereo data, quantitative data analysis of stereo movies was

attempted. This effort was undertaken solely to demonstrate

feasibility and to provide qualitative information.

o
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SECTION II

EXPERIMENTAL DISCUSSION

This section describes the experimental apparatus and

r rcfdu rr. Approaches to various experimental problems are also

lii3,ussed. as are the specifics of those problems. The first

tour paragraphs cover hardware, optics, and electronics. Minor

eft,,rts to support the photography program and a description of

the photography experiments are given in the remainder of the

section.

2. 1 HARDWARE

A versat i le seven-port window bomb was constructed with

provis'ons for ease of maintenance and plentiful optical access

(Fiqures!; I and 2).21 High--resolution movies demand extensive

optical access, with ruggedness against window fouling, which is

a sp,cial challenge for front-lit movies, since the camera must

look drown on the surfar . The design chosen features several

large reentrant viewing ports (Figure 3), allowing for optics as

fast as f-1.3 to f-2. The chamber was made large (8 in. diameter

by 14 in. height) to facilitate maintenance and minimize light

attenuation from smoke. Problems with smoke were further reduced

1)- the use of a high throughput purge that was primarily directed

over the windows. The three ports on the back side of the bomb

. were provided for stereo photography. This window bomb has all

. the onptical access needed for the experiment.

Thu.e pressure thamber wa; welded and stress rel ieved. W(,i'inq

1i.isorted the ports by as much as 45 thousandths, more thin had

fberj ant ic ipated. The seals on the windows only allow for vari

ations in dimension of ± 0.005 inches. This necessitated rema-

-chiii;nq the ports and their sleeves. Chipping of the two inch

diameter BK-7 windows used in initial experiments was noticed.

%81
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This chipping was probably due to radial stresses, :- i was in

part related to the tight fit between the windows and the port

sleeves. The chipped windows were replaced with quartz windows

which were precision ground to match the port dimensions.

The in+erior or the chamber was painted with an epoxy coating

to retard corrosion from the hydrochloric acid produced by strand

combustion. An enclosure, built around the window bomb,

,coniiisted of two-inch-thick wood laminations; it was designed to

yield, rather than rupture, should the pressure chamber fail. A
I

-se(o(,ndary safety barrica.. was erected between the pressure

-hambo':i nd the control area. The safety precautions inclnv!ed

the purhase of ear arid face protectors, miscellaneous satety

mndifications of the electronics and power supplies, and safety

baff le- to enriclose the laser beam.

The window bomb design has allowed turnaround times between

fti]mings as short as 30 minutes. In addition to reentrant

witdow- with seals tha! !low for flexibility in viewing

placement, other innovations in the chamber design include

pressurization inlets at the chamber windows rather than at the

strand to minimize window fouling and a mechanical strand mount

to minimize turnaround time. A strand guide that minimizes

fri tional drag on the propellant was also developed; this allows

the servosystem to make rapid corrections of the strand

pon i t i ons.

l),i, to) thf narrow (200 600 rm) depth--of-field restrict ion

imposed ty diftra-tion limitations and the high-resolution

r,,eTl reme , a riq id f r:stn wa, bui it to hold the high--sTeed

c-.rrera, window bomb, arid servocircuit at fixed distanc-s from

each other de!.Pite their separation by one- meter distances. A

t[i; r, m t1l t-ihle tsp anol 11nistrut frame supported the fuel

cmtoc; i , toimber ,ii to ir adjustable leqs. The thick metal

pjdt, .-~r--d t c t 'i I .n-i unit ize the function of the other

lf.m'-nt w hil rnh r .milet"-1 +h,. experimental setup. Two of the

112]
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three legs of the camera tripod, the fuel-feed mechanism, and the

servo-optics were also attached to this plate. The front pair of

legs supporting the camera maintained a fixed film-to-target

distance.

The third leg of the camera tripod, the fuel--feed mechanism

drive motor, and several other items were also attached to the

Unistrut frame using smaller metal plates. Thick rubber pads

used in the construction of the camera tripod feet greatly

reduced transmission of vibrations between the camera and fuel

chamber/fuel feed mechanism and other system elements. The

camera/microscope assembly was rigidly attached to the tripod

once proper alignment of the camera had been ensured. The height

of the frame was reduced horizontally by mounting the motorized

translation stage for the servosystem which drives the propellant

strands. Vertical motion of ie strands was obtained by means of

a triangular cam. This feaL ure allowed lowering the overall

height of the frame about 15 inches, improving stability. It

also increased the stability of the mounting for the translation

stage. In addition, a lower overall height facilitated operation

of the system and added to safety.

The propellant was iqnited using a wire filament and a high

current pulse. A portion of the pressurizing gas that flowed

along the sides of the strand tended to break the ignition wires,

so wires were made that were doubly wound except in their

centers. The ignition wires were fastened to heavy copper leads

that clipped in place and could easily be removed from the

chamber.

The sides ot pl'opel lant were coated with an inhibi tor I)

prevent flashing. The performance of traditional inhibitors,

such as silicone grease, was not satisfactory for this work, dLe

to smoke formation and incomplete inhibition. Testing of

alternate inhibitors has shown that a partially reacted phenol-

formaldehyde polymer works very well as an inhibitor on

13A1
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propellent strands, provided that it is proj rly i "ared with an

appropriate solvent. 2 2

2.2 OPTICAL SYSTEM

)i to the high resolution soughi and the phys ical limita-

tions of the experiment, the work performed pushed physical

limits. These limits and the optical design chosen are discussed

in the following paragraph.

2.2.1 Physical Limits

in the geometry used, the camera looked down on the str ,nd

c;urta'Fe through the flame and the laser illumination wa- lirected

tr,n the horizontal direction. 7he strands were cut at a 450

=ingIe to match the 450 viewing angle of the camera (Figure 1).

The standard method of dealing with film motion blur ini

conventionally illuminated high-speed photography is to use

maqnifyini] camera opt. 23 The blur as a percentage of the

trame size remains the same, but the corresponding absolute size

of the blur is reduced. For example, a magnification of four in

a tF mm film with a I/100th shutter should give less than 20 pm

of film hlur'. Additional advantages accrue from this approach,
- i-nwe the lenses in standard cameras, projectors, and enlargers

do) n,)t work well at dimensions below about 25-40 jim, and the

demar'm-; i t im grain -ize and sensitivity are not severe using

m* fl.ir Il t i t ion. However, for a fixed frame size, magnit icat ion

*;,r*vl,', 1 V .i . tho field-of-view (to less than 2 mm in a 1,-cir

-I-ii i i~i;ir IVat T -I fouir), a resu;ilt rmir7iry to mr

t i'"' - urther-'more depth-of-field (the 1i,tanc

th -,i*il w i ch the ohje( t rema ins in focus to the camera ) fall

otf rv.rP'y -i the square of the magnification. High-

Sr",,- ., -i. ri requ i res fast optics. The f nuimber, t# of a

[141
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lens is given by the ratio of its focal length, f, to its

diameter D:

f = f/1) 1)

The diffraction limited resolution, F, of an imaging system, is

given by
2 4

= 1.2 f# A , (2)

where X is the wavelength of the light used. At visible wave-

lengths with an effective f# of 8 the diffraction-limited

resolution is about 8 lim. The depth-of-field, z, is related to

the resolution of the camera optics, b, by 2 5

- f# b (3)

If b is at the diffraction limit, , we have

z 1.2 f# 2  A (4)

For a resolution of 20 im and an f# of 8, z is on the order of

160 jim. This can be significantly less than the dimensions of

the larger particles, let alone the large--scale variations in

surface topography due to the vagaries of heterogeneous

combustion. The depth--of-field limitation becomes even more

stringent with magnification. For a given magnification, M,

Equation (4) is modified to

z - 1.2 (f#/M)2  A (5

Since the dpth at-f i-ld problem is aggravated by IJam-

tirbu ience at pressure , due t a changes in the opt i(Cal pat h

length , Inagn iticat.ic n virtual ly precludesq movies at ext ended

length on t I I y combust i nq surf aces o f apprec i a ) 1 _ r(, e . Of

course, for a fixed film frame size, the field-of-view also

Ia~U



* decreases as I/M 2 .2 4 For the above reasons it is

,referable to demagnify rather than magnify the film images.

Thiq approach places heavy demands on the quality of the camera

lens and the resolution of the film used, as well as on any

* , ed pifd in t he reproduc ion or projection of f ilms. Althoujh

4t his been pc3sibie to obtain useful quantitative data using

demagnification, the resulting films lack visual clarity. The

p r'iuction of movies with easily discernible features requires

hi(qh rontrast images, which are especially difficult to obtain

tror. a low :ontra;t subje,""- . The probiem of preserving image

(ont rast leads to the concept of the Modulation Transfer

All 3ens;, as well as photographic film, act as low-pass

spatial filters; i. the signal from small features is

!.e\?erely attenuated relative to the signal from large-scale

objects. The surfaces of the propellant strands on which our

*experiments are mide ic,-" little contrast. As such, the movies

of their deflagration are especially affected by the falloff in
contra_.t of any optical system with the inverse of the spatial

dimension ot interest. The inverse of the spatial dimension is

2 re*-rred to as the spatial frequency, k. The reduction in image

:-,ntrast due to the low-pass behavior of the lens and film is

S,-,;, rihed by the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF).2 5 Since any

object, such as a standard bar chart, can be represented by a

.superposition r)f ,-osine fringes, we consider a cosine fringe

* tp-ern -)f freq1?ency k represented by I(x) I + m cos(2?Tkx.

-r4, modulat ion is; drfined by

I I

MTF(K) max - min (I + m)- (i - m) _ m.max + min (1 4 m) + (1 - m)

The , . it 'r, a ic eju in.alent to the fringe contrast. When the

t r i t qt ; a rr- imacfd .)r rec(-orded, th i r modu Ilat ion i- a; I enuate d by



an amount which depends on the fringe frequency. This

attenuation factor is the MTF of the lens or film under

consideration (Figure 4). The absolute upper frequency limit on

the MTF for a lens is set by the lens aperture-film combination.

The cutoff frequency of the camera system, kc, is given by

k = - (7)
c 2Af#

A real lens will have an MTF that decreases out to this limit.

Obviously, if the contrast of the subject is less than one to

begin with, a small value of the MTF will drive the resultant

contrast of the image below the detection limit, well before the

frequency cutoff of the MTF is reached. Typically a much lower

spatial frequency, k1, will apply, since the quality of the image

will degrade steadily as k 1 creases, especially with low

contrast object fields. Often k I is taken to be about kc/4. The

required relation for -26

= l/Mk1  (8)

Therefore it is desirable to maximize ki. Unfortunately, z obeys

the relation 2 6 Q

z 1 (9)
(Mk 1 )2  A

for light of wavelength X. Therefore, high-resolution movies
with a practical depth-of-field must be made at low

magnification. Note that and z are coupled, withi

z / 17(10)

[17]
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This places severe limits on the system as approaches A. To

complicate matters, the overall MTF of a system is the product of

the component MTFs, as very high quality components must be used

at every step. This includes the MTF of the film (Figure 5).

Please note that MTFs are much worse for white light than for

monochromatic light (Figure 6).

As a rule of thumb, the highest usable frequency passed by an

optical system is about one fourth of the usable MTF cutoff. The

detection limit of the system is the inverse of the usable MTF

cutoff. To be resolved, an object should be twice as large as

the detection limit, and to be well resolved it should be four

times as large as the detection limit. For example, to image a

20-micron object, at least a 10-micron resolution is desired,

which corresponds to 100 line ,irs/mm. Ideally, the MTF of the

imaging lens should even exte.id out to 400 line pairs/mm. At

A = 0.51 microns (the copper-vapor wavelength) the lens should

ideally operate at an t# = 2.5. A trade-off must often be made

between detail in a film and visual quality. Low-contrast
features are most severely affected by the fall-off of a lens/

film system MTF with decreasing feature size, so that small-

scale, low-contrast details tend to fuzz out. Large-grain film

and a high-contrast developer result in a film with good visual

clarity, while a fine-grain film and a soft developer give a more

faithful representation of the object field. Similar con-

siderations apply to reproductions, whether by motion picture

projectors or enlargements of individual frames. The fine detail

obtained in a soft picture leads to a blurred result in reproduc-

tions u:-ing standard commercial equipment.

The best. MTFs can be obtained for an optical system which is

very close to the subject, as in a microscope. Unfortunately,

very small object distances are not practical in combustion

photography. The need to protect the camera lens, the need to

obtain a reasonable depth-of-field, and constraints imposed by

the design of a camera at unity magnification require a minimum
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object distance on the order of 100 mm. Provisionf ,r such a

minimum distance were made in the design of the window bomb.

Using standard high-quality optical glass, this constraint and

the need for a manageable depth-of-field lead to a maximum lens

f-number of about 6-7. At unity magnification this would give a

cutoff spatial frequency of about 150 line pairs/mm. Smaller

lens f-numbers cannot be used since they would seriously impair

the depth-of-field.

The MTF falls off rapidly as the field-of-view is increased

(see Figure 7). For a i/,' inch radiuls and a 5-inch object

distance the paraxial angle will be as much as 1.50. This poses

no severe difficulties for monochromatic light. However, it

seems that an enlarger lens and a projector lens should be

designed for large image distances. A curved screen may be

helpful for movies.

2.2.2 Optics

All of the movies in the experiment were made at a

magnification M of 1 or 0.5. The depth-of-field was estimated as

less than 200 um at unity magnification and about 600 pm using a

demagnification factor of two. A Nikon 50-mm Nikkor f/4 micro

lens was used in the experiments. This lens was rated at a

resolution of 100 line pairs/mm and was tested at a resolution of

6 pm on high-contrast images. Unfortunately, most of the

propellants studied had low-contrast surfaces in the absence of

any contribution from flame emission. Consequently, the MTF of

the lens-film combination limited the best resolution to about 20

Pm. Typically, the smallest identifiable features in these films

measured about 25 pm. The Nikkor lens was designed for operation

In a demagnifying configuration, with a demagnifying ratio of

2:1. Most of the movies were filmed in this demagnifying

configuration to extend 'he depth-of-field. Films of strand

ignition on stationary propellants were made at unity

magnification using an additional lens element. This resulted in

a further degradation of the MTF of the camera lens.

[22]
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The sighting scope on the camera was inadt-quat )r proper

focusing on microscopic targets. A new sighting scope was

designed for the camera, ;ince the existing sight did not possess

sufficient resolution to achieve satisfactory alignment. This

-C(}t)O ii-ed i microscope object ive mounted behind the camer'a. The

* locatAin oft the -ru3~nisope relative to the camera wa 7

* mainitained 1)y r unt irig to a heavy (%-.in. thick) aluminum plate.

Laser speckle is a common problem in high--resolution

p h~it,-Dqr~iphy. Film t est- n.-',wed that the copper -vapor laser had

oTl f ic ent- - ADherezice t(-, .Juce la--! .peckle. This problem wi"s

* mt ty ,)iine-rt iug anm ellipsoidal coherence spoiler in the in', 'It

o * t 7 u .- Tie 15 10 rim copper- vapor l aser I irght wa5;

* fr-i -edon a -tain less--steel ball coated with magnesilim oxide

powdier The i._,g1. ,o--ittered by the ro7uqh surf-ct- of this hbalIl

wao collected by an ellipsoidal mirror and focused on a target.

The spoiler ha,.- been tested using both a 632.8 nm He-Ne laser and

* th coper vapo las".The spoiler succeeded in eliminating

aimst all. of the spe,--L from the He-Ne laser--a severe test.

2.3 SERVOPOSITIONING CIRCUIT

A servpositioner was developed to locate the posit ion of the

c,,atlrfe of a strand of rocket propellant as it burned in an

irreular fashion. A concomi tant of high resolution in a

photograph is a very shallow depth-of-field.28  i this case the

depch-;nf-field wi sometimes as small as 200 microns. Since the

* prope lani 11 bornie at -i rate of on-~ to four centijmf tero- pFer

sec-.rtrv uriy about two i'psdaths of a second were availe a -

Airn r t hc (0mm rsre of a niormal h urn in wh ich thbe propelai a wooil

owithin the proper dpth-of -field. However, bcause it was

d--!ied to take movies over a period of several tenths of a

por( it was necessary tro continue to push the strand forward

to maintia~r the suirface v.ithin the depthi-of- field. This task was

wo- .imple, becanse Propelslamt burn in a hihly irrea relar

fa-lmio and thesre. ar, () rrm the e-Neaser-a severents "-h

(24)
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surface itself which can be as much as 400 m -rons size.

Hence, it was necessary to design a circuit which could

compensate for the motiorn of the burning strand and the

idiosyncracies of the mechanical drive, and continue to locate

and hold smoothly the position of the surface to very tight

t C) if--lances.

The problem is made more difficult because intense smoke is

enerated by the burning of the strand. This smoke interferes

with the intensity of a l7-r light beam used to sense the

o.)m-tion of the burning stand, arid Turthermore the smoke will

f -:i, ,!,tlows used in the pressurized chamber. These problem.;

m:a0,- the use of a single-detection element unsuitable, as that

jo--, t irin If, ,nt would then become sensitive to the amonrt of

;m,, .11 the armlut'r of fouling of the windows, rather than to

f ho- Iru- ps, it ion of the strand. For this reason, as a sensing

' ,V-nl -n array of photo-diodes was chosen, each of which had a

iiv,, .r'hod level above which the diode would fire and would

proiIu. a unit signal. .,o total signal determining the position

,t 'h(- str-ind then was given not by the total light level falling
If- ,rt3y, but hy th number of diodes in the array which were

I -,vi, uv% (pto--mchanical servocontrol units used only one or

tw, i - iodies as detection elements.29 As such, they were riot

ni;liiy ruged to qmoke or window fouling, and had fundamental

I i -i', i-c (n rt h, tiqhtness with which they could control tho

K, t 'VK tarq,-t. They had no special optics for con-

h r . ' .ll' -, rf tL,, t.;'cit or eliminating f lam , Jumn irfr. -

io-y -or limited in their ability to follow an ;rreg-

i m,,'lnrq )bject. By (c-intrast, the circuit used here was iii

,tjv to r"ame illumination, -mokp, and tirhij enrP was

i ,1!I ind .-it t r, deda / 'h ,tI c-x- I I ,-n t po., i t io)n con~t r'o I.

" ,pt() Mechanical Subsystems

: ,ut q ';l, hid thrf • part-: a mechanical drive Fiquir-, '),

an JpIt,-al part (Figure l0), and an electronic circuit. The I iil

. l 2 r ]
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MECHANICAL DRIVE MECHANISM

P.. J

C. F .C.

-- s..

_ _S.

Figure 9. Mechanical Drive for Positional Controller. The
horizontal mounting on the slide saved space
preserved the stability of the overall system, and
gave flexibility in determining the ratio between the

strand travel arid the slide travel. R dfsignates the
push rod, P the chamber mounting plate, G the guide
for the push rod, C the cam, S the slide, RB the

roller bearings, and CF the cam follower.

[27]
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teed mechanism consisted of a nonrotating, ball-bearing--guided

push-rod attached to the underside of the chamber mounting plate

and a motor driven triangular cam attached to a ULniistrut frame.

A maximum push-rod stroke of two inches was possible. The push-

rod rate of advance, as a function of motor speed, could be

varied by changing the wedge-shaped cam shown below the roller

bearing at the end of the push--rod. The ball-bearing guide

ensured that the push-rod will move smoothly without flexing

under the horizontal load of the translation stage. The stage

mounting block was adjusted and a mount for the entire motorized

assembly was built to ensure a smooth drive of the strand shaft.

The limiters were removed from the control box, which increased

1he rat t at whi:h t he servomotor could respond.

The diode array detector fo- the proportional drive servo-

control was a circuit (Figure -1) which provided information on

the position and velocity of the irregularly moving surface.

Ablating propellant surta:es have erratic trajectories and need

to have their position compensated if a smooth trajectory is

desired. In many cases this is relatively simple to achieve, but

this circuit dealt with a case in which there was a great deal of

noise on the information channel which provided the instantaneous

location of the surface and in which the trajectory was in fact

highly erratic. In these cases, if tight control is desired, it

is necessary, due to an inherent lag in any mechanical control ot

the surface, to anticipate the mot ion or fii ire pooi ion ot the

surface to be controlled. This required the ability to derive

the surface velocity. There were not enough elements in the
array t-o make an accurate determinltion of the I erat ion.

This circuit totaled tho signal froin an array of sensing

elements, each of which was either in an "on" or "off" m-de,

depending on a threshold level set for each and the ltvel of the

signal input to each sensing element. Use of an array of on or

off sensing element-, is especially helpful ii, ca,;fes where the

signal channel is -ubjected t,- nois e. Since an optical signal

was employed and the optical path was subject to interference

[291
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from smoke or dirt on windows, this system was especially rugged.

The circuit was especially useful in conjunction with a propor-

tional control on the mechanical part of the servosystem. This

helped to avoid overshoots and erratic motion. In brief, this

circuit involved a multielement, nonlinear servocontrol, which

incorporated all of the peculiarities of the entire servosystem

in its calculations.

Each element or pixel in the array corresponded to a surface

displacement of 50 pm; consequently the capture range for the

.ystem was about 1.6 mm. The circuit made use of two input

signals: the location of the surface, and the time integral of

the difference between this location and a reference position

(error signal). The servocircuit sensed the position of the

strand surface and provided a -ference voltage to the controller

on the slide motor. It had a proportional drive based on

individual on/off signals from 31 elements in a photodiode array.

These features provided a smooth control and resistance to

fouling of the windows.

2.3.2 Control Circuitry

The servoposition controller was made up of three printed

circuit boards (Figures 12-14). The first was the detector and

analog conditioning board (Figure 12). The second board (Figure

13) was the digital processing board, and the final board (Figure

14) was the analog controller. The output from the analog con--

troller board drove the slide controller. The slide controller
moved the propel lanl strand up : the Iprop, f Iant burned down to

maiitain tle burninq f-iurface at, the same position relative to the

camera -lens. Th( detector was a Hamamatsu S994 I() 32 element
array. Since 0 V is a valid signal, the number of possible data

outputs is equal to N + 1, where N is the number fif dhot odiode

elements used. Since the computer could only accept 32 possible

input voltages, only 31. of the 32 elements in the photodiode array

[31]
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were actually used. Each detector element generated a positive

voltage when exposed to light. The analog processor board sequen-

tially switched each detector element to an amplifier and level

comparator. If the light level on a detector element was above a

preset threshold, the output was high; otherwise it was low.

The second board took this signal and counted the number of

elements above the threshold. When 31 elements had been compared

with the threshold, the value of the counter was stored in the

first latch, after the previous value of the first latch was

saved in the second latch.

The third board took the outputs from the latches and used a

programmable read-only memory (PROM) to take the difference

between them. The difference was proportional to the velocity

error between the slide and tl-e burning propellant. The output

of the first latch was propo-rtional to the positional error of

the propellant.

In this circuit implementation, only the position error was
used as an input to the analog controller. The controller
consisted of an integrator, with a resistor in series with the

feedback capacitor to provide damping. The setpoint and signal

were connected to the inputs. The difference between the input

and setpoint was integrated and the resultant integrated

difference signal was used as the proportional input used to

drive the slide controller. A flip-flop was held in the reset

mode when the manual reset switch was depressed. This flip-flop

controlled an analog switch which held the integrator in a reset

mode. When the det-ct or :hanqed from more than half dark Ii leoc

than half dark, the flip-flop toggled, and the circuit started in

the controlling mode.

The main nonlinearity in the system was- die t(o the difference

in velocity between the forward and reverse tirc(-ti, be-ause

of the unidirect ional drive on the- slide. The servocontroI ler

[35]
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regulated the slide velocity in only one direc tion k 'e differ-

ence between the burn velocity and the slide velocity), whereas

the velocity in the reveise direction was determined solely by

the burn velocity of the fuel. These differences placed con-

straints on the servocontroller design. Another source of non-

linearity was the detector. The spacing of the detector elements

might have been nonuniform, resulting in a nonlinear positional

response. The sensitivity of the individual photodetectors was

also subject to variations, as was the energy profile of the

laser, resulting in a shift of the detector threshold that could

produce a positional nonlinearity.

To start a test, the fuel was positioned so that more than

half of the detector elements were dark, the reset switch was

depres :ed, and the slide controller was turned on. When the fuel

burned down exposing more than half of the elements, the flip-

flop was toggled and the integrator was allowed to operate.

An early version o: his circuit used only 8 elements in the

photodiode array (Figure 15). The 8-element diode array

performed unsatisfactorily because the capture range of the array

was too small and the attempted precision was too great.

Increasing the number of elements used in the detector circuit

from 8 to 31, and increasing the distance surveyed by each

element from 25 pm (0.001. in.) to 50 um (0.002 in.) increased

our capture range from 100 pm (0.008 in.) to 1.6 mm (0.064 in.).

Tests showed control to within two pixels, or 100 pm. Attenu-

ation of the 632.8 nm He-Ne laser beam due to smoke corresponded

to a signal drop of less than 50 mV. The voltage to each diode

in the array was about 80 mV, so beam attenuation due to smoke

,corr*, e;1)orided to) a position error of less than 50 pm. Initial

immunity to fogged windows was not as great as we had hoped,

pos;ibly due to marginal (2mw) laser power. Fouling of the

windows was subsequently minimized by directing part of the

pressurizing gas directly over the window (the bomb uses a

continuous flow of pressur zing gas). 2 2

(36]
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2.3.3 Serv ope rfoqmance

Since the photodi' de array was only one-dimensional rather

than two-dimensional, errors in the mean position of the strand

profile occurred if the profile changed. This problem was

alleviated by igniting the surface at the short side of the

profile (strands were cut at 450 angle) and by using a special,

nonsmoking, nonflaking inhibitor that matched the propellant

burning rate.22

Due to a time lag produced by the slide and its motor, the

system went into oscillation if the performance specifications

were made too tight. The error signal was used as the main drive

* signal and the instantaneous position was used to estimate an

appropriate damping factor for the drive signal. The thresholds

for the diodes were adjustable, as were various other circuit

parameters. The system was optimized for burning rates between

". 0.3 and 1.5 cm/s.

The velocity of the surface could not be used as a third

input signal, because the limited number of diodes in the array

led to a heavily digitized velocity reference signal. The

servocircuit was subject to rf pickup from the pulsed copper-

vapor laser used in the photography experiment. The ground on

the servologic circuit was improved and rf pickup was reduced to

50 mV. Difficulties arose with the range of control of the servo-

positioner as the chamber pressure was increased. Subsequent to

extensive testing, it was determined that although the servo-

system could benefit from improved optics and more elements in

the diode array, the most serious problem was with the motor

controller and the slide--particularly the slide, which had too

much friction. Additional improvement in performance resulted

from reducing the weight of the slide bar.

Focusing film was put into the camera and the image of the

strand surface was observed during test burns. Repeatedly the

[38]
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surface receded from view even though a scope trace indicated

that the servocircuit was holding the strand surface in position.

It is believed that the strand flame forms a thermal lens which

deflects the servolight beam upwards slightly. This effect would

vary from burn to burn, but it apparently increases as the
Nsurface moves further from the laser beam. The effect is small

and is only troublesome when very tight tolerances are required.

Three corrective measures can be applied to the problem. The

first is spatial filtering in the collection optics, since the dc

component of the servosignal should be the least sensitive to a

schlieren effect. The second is the use of an incoherent

servobeam, with a large convergence angle. An attempt was made

to apply spatial filtering and incoherent optics to the servo-

system, but it was found that due to the limitations of the

". one-inch servoports sufficient signal strength was impossible.

Using two-inch servoports it should be possible to make use of

optics to spoil the coherence of the servolaser beam without

significantly reducing the beam power. The third measure is

injection of the pressurizing gas through a tube surrounding the

lower end of the strand, to control the flame profile.

2.3.4 Local Burning Rate

The mean, time-averaged burning rate is usually not a fully

satisfactory parameter with which to specify a propellant in

a motor design. Practical propellants have a dynamic response to

the chamber flow. 8 ,3 0 - 3 2 An important example is the response of

the burning rate to small-amplitude pressure oscillations. This

acoustic response can have a critical bearing on the stability of

a rocket motor. The acoustic response includes information in

the chamber pressure; that is, it contains phase as well as

amplitude information, and is a complex quantity. Ideally, both

the real and the imaginary parts of this response furnction are

desired.

* 1[391
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Although the mean burning rates of prope' lant.> e reasonably

well known, no quantitative means is used to measure the local

instantaneous burning iale. This is unfortunate, as the latter

parameter is the one of greatest importance in dynamic phenomena.

Trai tioia ly, acoustic response functions have beer, measured

i!; inq p,(: Ia I y cont i(jureh( b irers known as T burnery-, arl(1 1.

burners which are expensive to operate and difficult to

ralibrate. 3 3 -3 6 The information obtained from them is indirect,

has poor resolution, and suffers from a high degree of

uncertainty. These burners provide little input on "he imaginary

part of the response function. Moreover, traditional measures of

the a(,.,.,ot i(c response function have been global measuremeno A

technique which measures the response on a granular level should

b) f ;iiperior ose in understanding the factors responsible for a

pri)pi ,ant ' :3 os .il latory response. This woulf ettail a t iidy of

the local regression of a propellant and its time dependence in

the presence of a strong pressure oscillation of known frequency.

B(i h thli phase and m,' 1]us of the osci ilatory reqres'; i O ra tF in

rl-_ition to the acoustic pressure oscillations would be desired.

We have devf loped :rd demonstrated a quantitative system for

,neasuring the burning rate along a given line on the surface.

This capahility is a spin--off from our servopositionirng

development work. The diode-array output of the servocircuit r

gives a record of the position of the strand surface where it
intersects th- .servolaser beam. We have shown that this record

7:,in h, used t,) trdcV- the motion of the surface (See F-igure 16,).

Fssen+i.I 1 ,, thi- experiment is a back-lit system with a

p,,to .,le(tri - detpe-t or in pl.1sce of film. The data may h,, '1!-]

without attempting to control the strand position, grel ly

simplifying tho required circuitry. The 31-elemernt linear arrajy

used in our sy:item could be extended. More elemontts in a I inoir

arr;y wovI li provide, morp dcetailed information over a lonq t ime

period. A two--dimensional array would give information on the

corr-1,,it in cifi lIc'aj burnirg rate:; at different positions.

[40]
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The data obtained in this manner does no rea,, "he ideal

objective of a fully localized burning rate, i.e., approximately

point" information. R.ither, it yields an integral of the

burning rate along the line formed by the path of the laser beam.

However, this rate is certainly far more localized than a rate

obtained by integrat ing the burning rate over the efnt ire F;turface

area. Even more localization can be obtained by burning strands

that are peaked at their centers. Above all, this method yields

in instantaneous burning rate, which is of the greater intere-

sinre it is at least partiatly localized.

2.4 LASER DEVELOPMENT AND SYNCHRONIZATION ELECTRONICS

The experiment would not be possible without the dev-lopment

ot a novel circuit for synchronizing the pulses of the laser to

the framing rate of the camera. This circuit and varinos

improvements made on the lase- itself are described in the

to] lowing paragraph.

2.4.1 Pulse Synchro n iz ai : _ion Circuit

An electric circuit w;ts built to proride a trigger pulse in

synchronization with the motion of the hi4h-speed camera whose

velocity was not constant, i. e., the camera was accelerating

Fi.-'iure 17).37 It also provi ded an auitomati( trai.,tIt-r from a mode

in which the trigger pulses occurred at a constant rate to one in

which they were synchronized with the motion of the non-uniformly

moving camera. The copper-vapor laser wad; heated (and heat was

ass-ntia! to its funct ion) by the electrical discharqes, in the

pul.ed operation of the asei itself. The laser was desiqn-d to

run at an average repetition rate of 5000 pulses per se, )nd.

Unfortunately, the high-speed camera used in the photography did

not have a consistent velocity. Therefore, if the ptilsing of the

laser were tot synchronized with the framing rate of the camera

the pi( tar-; taken w.iiil,! not have been matched to the c-(uter of

the frame on the camera. Consequently, they would be impossible

to int trpr,,t when a movie wais played back. Therefore, it was

[4)1
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Figure 17. Pulse Synchronization Block-Diagra.
This circuit automatically switches the
laser pulse rate from a free-runnini
value to one which matches the camera
framing rate.
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necessary to synchronize the pulsing of the Laser i , the

framing rate of the camera. It is to this end that the pulse

synchronization circuit ,.-is developed.

The fsyr(,hr(onizat ion of a I ight source and a camera has been

Slon, tinely with a high-speed xenon flash. This can be done

f,)r a .-;ingle f Jash or for repetitive flashes. Due to sionificant

differences in their mode of operation, synchronization of the
1,igh--speed camera with the copper-vapor laser presented a serious

problem. The copper-vapor laser was self heated by the electric

]ischarge. The laser was" 3tarted ani warmed up on a free-running

;ac. 11-ttor. The high-speed camera frames at an acceleratin

rate. When the high-speed camera's framing rate was up to this

srre-d. the laser was driven from the camera. At the end of the

IF) i a he camera wa:; shut down and the laser was swi tched back to

'h- fre-running oscillator.

1f, frequency at which the laser was switched over to the

,-camora was determined 1, he free-running oscillator frequency.

When the camera framing rate was equal to the oscillator

frequency, the circuit skipped one camera pulse and switched to

the camera. This was necessary to prevent the thyratron--

triggering circuit in the laser from being double pulsed, causing

it to latch up and stop lasing. While the laser was being

triggered from the camera, the oscillator frequency was shifted

down by about 200 Hz. This hysteresis prevented the circuit

fr-)m qwitchinoi hetween the camera and oscillator due to s3mall

i I li, ( imora pf-end . When the camera rli o ut -d f i Im,

%b , r -! 9 p-rat J )n o. lt ,d and the laser switched back t:) the

The, timirno pulses to the synchronization circuit were

hm t iir>-( from a magnetic pickup transducer located in the camera

that -;ern:ed the proximit of the sprockets that wound the film.

Timing mark-r pulses were made on the film via an LED and fiber

1441
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optics. The phase relation was adjusted between the location of

the film sprocket holes during runs and the firing of the laser

by adjusting a mount for the magnetic pickup transducer in a '

trial-and-error procedure. Due to its close proximity to the

camera motors, inductive noise pickup from motor transients was%

severe. Consequently, a grounding rod was installed and noise

from the laser and its power supply was substantially reduced.

The installation contributed greatly to the improved performance

of the synchronizing circuit, which subsequently worked

satisfactorily.

2.4.2 Copper-Vapor Laser Development

Several copper-vapor lasers have been designed and built

at UDRI. An early version of a commercial laser was used for

high-speed combustion photography. Since this was really an

experimental version of the product, it was necessary to make a

number of improvements to the unit. The laser power supply and ,

the head were modified to minimize the possibility of damage due

to failure in the cooling system. The Tygon water lines have

been replaced with nylon lines, allowing for a higher temperature

and pressure margin, and a temperature-sensing interlock has been

installed in the power supply. Improvements in various grounds

and insulators have resulted in a reduction in the frequency of

occurrence of laser lockup and stray timing marks. The laser

head has been subject to frequent high-voltage breakdowns. Part
of this is an r.f. breakdown, due to the intense fields generated

in the 100 MW breakdown discharges in the plasma tube. The

fundamental frequency of this r.f. field is about 30 MHz. The

laser head is too small, making it difficult to isolate

electrically the various components crowded within it. A
recommendation was made to the laser manufacturer that they

increase the size of their chassis for the laser head. They

agreed, and have since increased it to s0 and 16 inches in height

and width in their newer units.

[45]
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In the course of this work, we made the fol o 'ng

recommendations, all of which have been adopted by the

manufacturer: I

" Replacement of the Buna-n "0" rings with Viton "0" rings;

" Antireflection coating of the windows;

" Strengthening of the insulating spacers in the laser head;

• Shock-mounting of the components in the power supply;

* Strengthening of the internal connections in the power

supply;

* Changing the location of the gas and vacuum valves in the

laser heads to reduce hazards during turn-on and

shut-down.

As expected with a new product, there have been several

maintenance problems with the copper-vapor laser. A fault in the

thyratron driving frequency circuit caused fuses and components

to blow. In succession, a transformer, a resistor/diode chain,

and a driver tube blew -, the driver circuit. A large capacitor

in the laser head leaked oil and exploded when the oil reached

ground, spraying glass and oil around the laser head. A lead to

the bleeder resistor in the head was never properly secured

during installation. The lead broke free, producing a short,

which set afire some oil remaining from the leakage of the main

capacitors. The mylar insulation being used then caught fire and

burned out the wiring around the thyratron. It was necessary to

remachine the mounts for the capacitors, install capacitors which

were resistant to leaking oil, rewire and replumb the laser head,

and replace the mylar insulation with pyrex and fiberglass insula-

tion. Untortunately, the repair was very time consuming, espe--

ci .ly as there is no wiring diagram for the laser head, and many

of the wires to be replaced had burned through.

The high voltage from the water-cooled cathode and thyratron

in the laser head was carried through an extensive portion of the

water lines due to the finite conductivity of the water. These

[46)
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lines were very close to the grounded chassis, and shorts between

the chassis and the water line produced leaks in the water line

inside the laser head. The conductivity of the water was traced

to iron in the heat-exchanger bonnets, so the bonnets were

replaced with bronze bonnets, and more electrical insulation was

added in the laser head. This greatly reduced the frequency of

shorts in the laser head.

2.5 ANCILLARY WORK

The film processing and inhibitor development associated with

this effort are described in this section.

2.5.1 Film Processin

Films were processed in-house to provide for good quality

control in film development aid excellent turnaround time, as

well as some overall cost savings. A Cramer 805 processor, which

can develop both 16- and 35-mm film, was used, although only

16-mm films were taken. Extensive maintenance is needed to keep

this processor running properly.

A variety of films and developers were used depending on the
desirability of contrast versus resolution in a given movie. A

few general comments can be made about these films. Coarse-grain

films require less light for exposure, and yield a high-contrast

product. High-contrast films have good visual clarity, which is

readily discernable by the viewer, and they project well in a

motion picture projector. However, the MTF of large-grain films

is poor, and fine details at unity magnification are lost with

such films. Moreover, it is difficult to discriminate against

flame brightness with these highly sensitive films. Better

immunity to flame brightness and an improved MTF can be obtained

using fine-grained films.

The resolution of a given type of film is related to the

grain size of the film. Fine-grain films yield a high resolu-

tion, but are slow, i.e., they require more light exposure for a

[47]
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given level of development. The resolution imit film is

given by the number of line pairs per mm that can be resolved.

The greater the number of line pairs/mm, the better the resolu-

tion of a given type of film. In theory, a film with a resolu-

tion of 100 line pairs/mm can discern, or resolve, a 51pm object

at unity magnification. In practice, the actual resouluti n will

be significantly poorer than this, due to a reduced contrast of

the object that is photographed (see paragraph 2.2.1).

Kodak RAR 2496 film wi-i a resolution of 50 line pairs/mm

(0m resolution) and RAP 2479 film with a resolution of 100 line

pairs;/mm (5pm resolution) with D-19 developer, shellburst 24'16

film with 160 line pairs/mm resolution (3pm resolution) using

oboth D 19 deve loper and D-76 developer, and Technical Pani 2415

film w th 400 line tDairs/mm resolution (1.2 pm resolution) and

1) 7t, ((v'xplopf-r were us ed. The resoIut ion of these f ii m. wa.,

reduced by about a factor of three for low-contrast subjects.

Mvie-; made with the RAR 2479 film gave a pleasing visual clarity

and 25 pin resolution a* uiity magnification. The shellburst

24*76 with 200 line pa-irs/mm resolution was our standard film. It

was used at both unity magnifications using D-19 developer and 2X

demagnificat ion using D-76 developer. Discrimination against the

flames of aluminized propellants at pressures above 200 psi was

obtained using Technical Pan film and D-76 developer. The film

processing at UDRI is superior to that of professional developers

to whom film war sent on trial. All movies made were negatives.

Detail was rot good in commercial positive reproductions of

our movies, since the vi-nder who made the positive films u';dl a

coarse-grained, high-contrast film. Kodak Technical Pan tilm was

used to make enlargements. Experiments were made with a wide

matrix of f stops and exposure times. The developer and

en.]arq ric( lense," were also varied. It was concluded that H; -10

dilution F at 68* F is the best developer for detailed

eniarqements using Technical Pan film. However, high detail,

low-contrast (soft) origi ,:Is do not reproduce well with standard

(48]
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equipment. In fact, the high-contrast, low-resolution film used

in the initial check-out experiments has given the best enlarge-

ments.

2.5.2 Inhibitor Development

A smokeless inhibitor was developed with a burning rate that

matched that of the propellant. 2 2 Although this inhibitor may

well have potential for use in rocket motors using smokeless

propellants, its most Immediate application is in strand

experiments in pressure bombs in which smoking and flaking are

undesirable. Strand experiments using a servopositioner are

difficult to perform without a suitable inhibitor. If the

inhibitor burns too rapidly, the strand profile will convert to a

cone and most of the surface will be below the correct height.

In particular, in photographic experiments most of the surface

will be out of focus. If it burns too slowly, and leaves large

flakes in its residue, it will interfere with the servoposi-

tioning beam. If it smokes, the smoke will tend to mask both the

servobeam and any optics that may be used in the experiment.

The solid rocket propellant has a natural tendency to burn

along all free surfaces and consequently a strand forms a pointed

surface during deflagration. Because of the limits in the

photographic equipment, the desired burning surface for the

experiments was a completely flat plane, parallel with the camera

lens, but at an angle with respect to the length of the strand.

Unfortunately, untreated propellant will immediately burn on all

freely exposed surfaces. This is referred to as "flashing."

Flashing produces a pointed surface, unsuitable for these experi-

ments. The relative effectiveness of a number of traditional

inhibitors was studied. One common method of inhibition current-

ly being used in strand experiments is simply to leach the

propellant with water. If leaching is done directly before

deflagration, the water does inhibit burning down the sides of

[49]I -



the strand to a relatively high degree. Howt 'er, 'he water is

applied more than a few minutes before deflagration, its inhibl-

tive properties are redicd greatly. Therefore it would not he

applicable to any experiments where the propellant needs to be

prepared lonq before deflagration Is Initiated. Also, water does

not have the capability of forcing the propellant to burn at a

specific angle due to different coating thickness on different

sides of the propellant. Silicone grease did not fully prevent

the sides from burning. In addition, it released considerable

smoke. The thickness of application of the grease did not affect

it- performance. Sodium -ilicate left too much residue, or char.

A number of other commonly available materials, including I ,cquer

and teflon, were tested with unsatisfactory results (See Figure

Testing of alternative inhibitors has shown that a phenol

formaldehyde polymer works very well as an inhibitor on

propellant strands, provided that it is properly prepared with an

appropriate solvent. 'i., phenol-formaldehyde polymer is in a

partially reacted, theimo--plastic state (Figure 19). It is

applied to all free surfaces of the solid rocket propellant,

excluding the desired burning surface. The polymer will prevent

the deflagration process from spreading to all free surfaces on

the propellant, achieving greater control over the burning pro-

pellant. If the concentration of the inhibitor layer is correct

aind the_ inhibitor thi(kness is in an appropriate range, the, poly

mer will also burn away at the same rate as the propellant. In

thi -; , herr' ic; no sh-l l format ion or intru;ive r,;idu l. t

beh i nd.

Once the polymer wa. ; estab.l ished as having the most promis

ing performance, further tests were performed to optimize the

app icat ion procedur.. The optimum concentration for the inhihi

tor coating of phonol in acetone depends on the operating pres-

.sure,. An example of resul ts for low- pressure operat i n is 'huwn

4F in Figure 20. It is expec' d that the optimum concentration will

[ -',0 I
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Figure 18. Qualitative Performance of
Commonly used-Inhibitors for
Strand Experiments.
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be different for propellants of varying formtilati) Experl-

ments were also undertaken to find the most appropriate solvent;

acetone yielded a produ,- with the most consistent results.

Tests with 1000 weight polyethelene glycol (PEG) as an additive

-;howel that more than 0.2 g/ml of PEG added to the phenol

solution will cause flaking.

The initipl results obtained with this inhibitor are very

encouraging, but further work is needed to obtain a no-smoke,

no-flake product of genera interest in the solid-propellant

combustion community. Aritives are needed to increase the

burning rate to match high-regression-rate conditions. Wort

should a lso be done to improve quality control, which is

urim.rily limited by long (6--hr) drying times. Quality control

could '.e improved with oven drying; both conventional and

mic rowtve oven-4 are possibilities for this process. A vit -hi)uld

be designed to control the length of the coating application

time. This quality asurance would aid the progress of both

research-level strand experiments and any widespread use in the

solid propellant community. Additives are needed to increase the

flexibility of the coating. Possibilities for enhancing

flexibility are clean-burning cellulose fibers, or various

rubber-based compounds. The present formulation was developed

for work at low (50-200 psi) pressures. Formulations for work at

higher (300-1000 psi) pressures can easily be developed.

2.6 OPTICAL CORRELATOR

Much of the qiiant j ti t ive data needed for a sl at ist ical

description of propellant combustion can be expressed in terms cr

correlation functions and probability density functions. ThisI requires the automatic processing and analysis of a large number

of framp sequences. It also requires high-quality films of

excellent resolution and a thorough characterization of the

propellants and the burn conditions.

[541
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For years motion pictures have been extremely useful for

obtaining information about the motion and behavior of a field

such as the flowfields in a wind tunnel or the behavior of a

turbulent flame in a combustion process. However, these movies

have, for the most part, been limited to providing the qualita-

tive understanding of the phenomena under study. Because a

single picture is so rich in detailed information, reduction of

the data in a movie tends to overwhelm the capacity of the dig-

ital computer. Therefore, there has long been an unmet need for

a means of reducing images of essentially quasi-random fields to

quantitative data.I!
We have demonstrated that the required automated statistical

data analysis is possible using optical data processing.3 8 A

successful application of this technique demands images that

comprise a large number (> 10' ) of pixels. In the case of

propellant deflagration this implies 6mm x 6mm areas of the

burning strand surface. This specification is due to the need to

accumulate sufficient statistics, the desirability of determining

long-range correlations, if any, and the logic of obtaining a

realistic environment for the particles under study. The above

considerations indicate that movies of the leading edge of a

flame and/or of a limited field-of-view are unsatisfactory; a

large field-of-view looking through the flame is desired.

A simple optical correlator has been built, demonstrated,

and proven useful in addressing the above needs. This instrument

has provided hard quantitative data to support our qualitative

observations.

2.6.1 Concept

Among the types of sophisticated functions used to reduce

partially random variables commonly in use are correlation

functions and power or spectral density functions. The device

described here provides a good quantitative description of the

(55]
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correlation function of a field. The advantages ol "e optical

correlator system are that it is economical and very fast,

especially in the data iluction of photographs or movies. It

gives both auto-- and cross-correlation, in terms of both location

and time. With a simple computer algorithm auto- and cross-power

spectral data densities can be obtained from the correlation

functions. The correlator is a simple analog system which uses a

series of lenses to perform optical operations on transparencies

.f the images to be processed. In short, it is a single-purpose

analog device which has the advantages of speed and parallel

proiressing, as well as economy.

No viable means of obtaining quantitative data from movies of

the deflagration of surfaces such as solid rocket propellant has

been kz )wn to exist Some digital computer systems have been

developed for the analysis of pictures. However, because digital

systems must process data serially, and because they can only

handle digital data, they are slow and essentially inappropriate

for the task in questioni. In particular, these machines must

first transfer the analog information provided on the film to a

detailed store of digital information. The amount of detail in a

single picture is vast; it can easily incorporate a million

pixels, so the memory store for thousands of frames from a motion

picture is indeed enormous. To obtain a simple linear transform

integral, such as the correlation distance between points, we may

have to perform 108 or more operations.

Imare analys'.s can be accomplished by digital data

pr o:esinq. A digital approach requires point by-point ar.iloq

to-digltal conversion and serial operations. To analyze a frame

from a movie, we must convert the light output we get from a

photograph into digital numbers, store them, and then repeat this

pro(.es; .t least a million times to cover the entire frame. This

requires :3ophiPticated hardware equipment to perform the A/D

conversion, and a large computer memory for data storage. In

addition, software is requL,'ed to control the serial operations

e[561
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.

and perform simple integrals. Consequently a digital approach

Is a prohibitive operation.
39

For the above reasons, an alternative approach, analog

optical data processing, was selected. It must be emphasized

that optical data processing examines an entire image at once,

i.e., it has the capability of performing parallel data pro-

cessing. This stems from the ability to map simultaneously a

single two-dimensional data field onto a second field. It is

important to note that such an optical system has two spatial

degrees of freedom, in contrast with a digital system whose

single independent variable is time. An optical system also has

good speed potential; the simultaneous analog multiplications

take place as fast as the response time of the photodetector. In

summary, optical data processing systems are powerful, fast, and

economical.40

The simplest way to pe 'form an incoherent optical operation

is to make use of the ability of a lens to form images.4 1 The

principle of this processing is straightforward. If a transpar-

ency with transmittance f(x,y) is imaged onto another transparen-

cy with transmittance h(x,y), the resultant transmitted intensity

is the product of the two transmittances, i.e., f(x,y)h(x,y). If

a collection lens and a photodetector integrate the resultant

intensity product, an output of the form

I = fi f(x,y)h(x,y)dxdy (11)

is obtained.

This operation can be approached by two techniques. In the

first technique, a lens images the uniform incoherent source into

two transparencies which are in contact. The intensity product

formed by the two transparencies is integrated by the second lens

and a photodetector; the output is given by Equation (11).42 This

technique has a mechanical difficulty if one of the two

transparencies is moved because of the direct contact between the

(57]



two transparencies. Therefore, it is more convenj( to separate

them (Figure 21).

Many one-dimensional and two-dimensional linear transforma-

tions can be achieved by moving the first transparency, the

second transparency, the imaging lens, or any combination of

those. These include convolutions, correlations, power spectra,

filtering, and other useful linear transformations. In spatial

%canning systems the integration takes place over spatial vari--

ables, as seen in Equation ]ll). When the second transparency

is translated by an amount of x the photodetector output yields
0,

a one-dimensional cross-correlation of the form
41

I(x o ) = I f(x)h(x o - x)dx (12)

2.6.2 Practical Considerations and Limitations

It is essential to ensure that all the optical components,

including the light sour._, lenses, and photodetector are

centered on the optical axis. This minimizes off-axis

aberrations and vignetting. The first transparency must be

illuminated uniformly. Because of the problem in uniformly

illuminating the first transparency within the translating

distance, the first transparency was fixed at the most uniformly

Illuminated spot, and the second transparency was moved.

The most difficult problem was aligning the image of the

first transparenzy on the second one, due to the nature of the

propellant image. The shape of the propellant during combustion

does not have straight edges or clear corners that can be used

for alignment. A three-axis system was used for image alignment.

The z-axis translation stage fixed the magnification obtained

*from the imaging lens. Two translation stages gave the x-y

translation portions. The third stage rotated the transparency

in the x-y plane. The use of these three stages eased the image

[58]
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Figure 21. Optical Correlator. This simple layout
provides parallel data processing and
integration. Apertures are designated
by A, lenses by L, and transparencies ,
by T.
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alignment. Final alignment required judgmenL on t! -,art of the
experimenter.

Because the transparency darkness was not the same across the

image of the propellant strand, a condition of maximum output

light did not necessarily indicate that the two transparencies

were properly aligned. Minimizing background effects required a

dark background and several bright features.

Results were significantly affected by the contrast of the

transparency. Work began with a fine-grain positive film trans-

parency (Figure 22). This type of film has a continuous range of

opacity and the resultant data were difficult to interpret

(Figure 23). Therefore, films were processed by using a very

high contrast film, resulting in pure black and white tones

(Figure 24). This type of positive film enhanced the signal from

the bright intermediate-sized features in the images. Sharp

correlation functions were obtained from these photographs. We

interpreted the widths these correlation functions as a direct

measure of the sizes of bright features on the surface

(Figure 25).

Electronic noise from the dual power supply (±15 V) and from

the active elements of the circuit itself was minimized. The

power supply noise was reduced by coupling the high-voltage leads

of the power supply to the ground lead with two capacitors, one

for the positive lead, and one for the negative lead. The

circuit noise was reduced by shunting a capacitor across the

feedhac-' resistor.

2.7 STEREO CINEPHOTOGRAPHY

Present understanding of the details of propellant combustion
is sparse and would benefit from more detailed qualitative infor-

mat ion, a!; w(- 1 ci ; qiiant tative information. More information is

[60]
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Figure 22. Untreated Photograph of Combusting
Surface. The lack of contrast on
the surface impairs the signal-to-
noise ratio.
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VFigure 23. Correlation Function obtained from
Untreated Photograph. Long-range
correlations are difficult to
extract without analyzing a large
number of frames.
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needed about localized transient burning rates, their dependence

*on grain and binder composition and grain size distribution, and

the coupling of regression rates of the various constituents in

the propellant. High-speed movies have long been a very useful

means of obtaining a qualitative understanding of the behavior of

combusting surfaces, especially in the field of solid propellant

combustion. It may be possible to analyze a series of high-speed

cinematic frames to trace the local regression of the surface

along trajectories normal to the local surface and not simply to

record the recession of a mean plane normal to the strand axis.

This objective requires movies with depth perception. One means

of achieving depth perception is by stereo cinephotography.

Detailed front-lit stereo movies of the combustion of solid

propellants have been made.4 3  It is believed that these are the r

first stereo movies ever made on solid-propellant combustion.

Two complementary images of good quality at pressures up to 250

4 psi were obtained. Stereo movies at 300 and 350 psi were also
made. At 350 psi problems were encountered from one camera

angle with flame turbulence, although we were able to obtain

pictures in focus at 300 and 350 psi.

The two viewing ports were configured at a wide (90°) angle

to maximize the depth resolution obtainable (Figure 26). This

resulted in dramatic differences in the viewing perspective. Our

motivation for selecting a widely disparate viewing angle was to

maximize our depth resolution. The relation between the depth

resolution, Cd, of a stereo movie and the transverse

resolution, T, of the optical system is given by

I

=T/sin-i

where 0 is the angle between the two viewing ports. Since ansA

I ability to discern depth relationships is limited by the depth

resolution, it is helpful to make d as small as possible. 1

(65]
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Consequently, with cinephotography optics of a given quality,

good depth resolution can only be achieved by using a large angle

between the two viewing perspectives. The objective in seeking

good depth resolution was to optimize scientific understanding.

A narrower stereo perspective would be more suitable for

obtaining films with images that could be superimposed by an

appropriately configured projector to lend a natural image to the

viewer. This was not the aim of the experiment. However, since

stereo feasibility with a wide viewing angle has been demon-

strated, it is felt that stereo movies using a narrow viewing

angle can easily be obtained.

The camera and the stereo camera optics were mounted on a

single 30-in.-x-18-in.-x-O.5-in. (75-cm-x-45-cm-x-1.3-cm)

aluminum plate. Brackets were made to secure this plate to a

camera tripod at the desired htight and angle. Mirrors directed

the light from each of the two viewing ports to a second set of

mirrors, which then directed the (by now) nearly parallel light

beams to a single camera lens (Figure 27).

The viewing ports were arranged at a 450 angle with respect

to the horizontal so that they looked down on the deflagrating

surface of a vertically mounted strand (Figure 28). The

illuminating light was brought in along a horizontal path, and

the strand surface was cut at 450 to face the viewing ports as

much as possible. 2 1 The detailed movies obtained were immune

to flame brightness and motion blur over a wide field-of-view at

7000 frames per second.
3 7

Our initial trials of stereo photography were troubled by

differences in optical path length, vignetting between the two

optical trains, and vibrations induced by the camera. The first

two difficulties were overcome by very careful alignment.

Vibrations were minimized by damping and clamping. The area of

support contacts to the mounting plate was increased and the

[67)
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Figure 27. Stereo Optics. A mirror and prism -
arrangement allowed us to simultaneously

" ~record two separate images.'-2

6.
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mounting plate was tightly clamped to the caiuera fr.-"-work. The

mounts for the mirrors and prism were secured with wedges and

clamps. The camera lens was also clamped. A half-inch-thick

layer of damping material was placed under the camera and the

rail supporting the stereo optics. The prism directing the two

images to the camera was reconfigured to an 850 angle instead of

a 900 angle. This provided more flexibility in positioning the

mirrors, and allowed us to locate them so as to minimize

vibrations. The different perspectives of the sides of the

strand were oriented in sucn a way that they crossed at an odd

angle, resulting in what was effectively a double exposure of the

strand sides with the strand surfaces. This problem was

surmounted by crossing the images from the left to the right.

Thuf; the recorded pictures are mirror images of the true object
field.

A sample stereo image is shown in Figure 29. The groove in

the strand face shown in this figure was cut to provide good

thermal contact for the ignition wire. This groove has widened
due to deflagration. The differing textures on the strand face

mark thv flame front. Note that no flame emission or motion blur

appears in these photographs; single frames are not fuzzed out,

despite a low-contrast object field. The change in perspective

in the two images in Figure 29 is dramatic. Figures 30 and 31

show a similar strand, taken several frames apart during the
course of filming. A close inspection of these photographs will "

reveal changes in the surface topography between the two frames,

V and a sharply varying perspective between the left and right

imayJs of a given particle.

[70]
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Ficiure 29. Stecreo Imi,,es of liurning Propellant
Surface. No fuzziness occurs due to
flame briqhitness, montion blur, or
flame turbulence.
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Ficur- 30. Stereo Imaces of Burning Propellant
Surface. Surface has not yet fullv
icnited.
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SECTION III

RESULTS

The experiment was successful in accomplishing most of its

goals. A window bomb with plentiful optical access suitable for

the experiment was designed and built. A servopositioning

circuit based on an array of photodetectors was designed and

demonstrated. Movies were taken on ten AP propellants at

pressures of 100, 200, and 500 psi. Stereo cinephotography was

demonstrated. The results from this work are described below.

3.1 GENERAL PERFORMANCE

The 1.4 mJ pulse energy and 510 nm monochromatic output of

the colper-vapor laser in conjunction with slow (insensitive) film

and a line filter permitted flame brightness to be overcome and

the surface topography within the combustion region to be seen

through the flame. The intensity of the laser pulses together

with their short (25 ns_ pulse width allow use of the laser pulse
as a shutter. Conventional cinephotography uses shutters that

are tied to the film framing rate. Consequently the motion blur

induced by the movement of the film in the camera is a fixed

fraction of the frame size. For a 16-mm film with a 1/100th

shutter at unity magnification this implies a minimum blur of 70

Pm. A 25-ns pulse width produced a film blur of only 1 pm, even

at a framing rate of 6000 frames/s. The copper-vapor laser, slow

film, and line filter have been totally successful at overcoming

flame brightness and motion blur; these two technical

difficulties have no bearing , the quality of the films.

The movies clearly prove the ability of the pulsed laser

technique to overcome difficulties associated with the inherent

incandescence of the flamps of individual particles and of motion

blur, particularly blur produced by the motion of the film in the

camera. A highly logical approach was pursued by the use of an
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intense, high-energy, monochromatic, and extremely short laser pulse.

Difficulties with flame brightness and motion blur simply do not

occur. It is emphasized that these front-lit movies are taken
across the entire field of the burning strand and that an ability

to reach framing rates of six to seven kilohertz has already been

demonstrated. Although this makes the cinephotography task

difficult, these requirements are essential to understanding the

response of the propellant to external high-frequency driving

forces such as pressure oscillations and to finding correlations

in the behavior of various particles across the surface in the
presence of pressure oscillations. Furthermore, these movies

were made for extended time periods. Great effort went into

making movies which will obtain high resolution for a great many

frames. In general, useful information during the entire course

of a movie can be obtained. Resolution on the order of 25

microns is obtained, even on propellants which contain no metal.
This is an especially difficult task because such propellants

have no inherent contrasts on their surfaces. Furthermore, these

movies are seldom troubled by smoke from the burning propellant,

even in movies on carbonized and heavily aluminized propellants.

It is demonstrated that speckle due to the coherence of the light

source can easily be eliminated, and good ruggedness against

flame turbulence has been shown.

The above performance should be put in proper context with

conventional technology. Although experiments using conventional

illumination have in some instances matched any one of the above

performance characteristics of these movies, it is not known that

anyone has been able to achieve comparable results when all of

these various performance parameters are taken together:

field-of-view, duration of the movie, framing rate, and

resolution, not to mention immunity to flame brightness, smoke,

and the ability to resolve details on low-contrast surfaces.

[ 5



3.2 AP MATRIX BEHAVIOR

A large number of mwnvies (200) on various solid propellants,

all of which have ammonium perchlorate (AP) formulation, were

taken. Most of the movies were made on wide-distribution AP

propellants. The particle sizes are in various proportions of

3/20/400 microns. These propellants are 87% AP arid 13% HTPB

binder, using both IPDI and DDI curatives. All of the movies

were taken at low (15-500 psi) pressures.

At low (<500 psi) pres ;ures the burning surfaces of wide-

distribution AP propellants are soft or molten, in sharp contrast

to the highly featured unignited material at the edge of a flame.

These smooth surfaces have a low albedo. Detailed movies of

ignition of wide-distribution propellants were made and in these

movies the course o(t a hurn as it proceeds across the surface of

a strand can be followed. These movies show clearly the

trarsition from the rough, detailed surface of the unburnt

propellant to the smoot.. <leld of the burnt propellant.

The largle 400---i~m particles have a generally low albedo that

nearly matches that of the inhibitor. Localized (50-200 rm)

ff-ature; of high albedo stand out sharply on the large particles.

Indeed, the localized features offer such a strong contrast to

the background of fully deflagrating surfaces that their associ-

ation with the large particles is not readily apparent. From one

to three suf-h [-, ures are found on each of the large particles.

(Usually thF rr i; c"m ft, tirt, g-n,r,' I y locatfed at the tip of the

lar'cle p ,r- t le. The-.e -,, 'iflres are probab.1y raised bumps or

protuberances on the large particles whose orientation is sitch as

to reflect l ight toward the ramera preferentially.

In the ignition studies large areas of the large particles

have hiqh alIbedo; pr ior to iTuIition, but once inside the flame

front these high-contrast areas immediately shrink down to the

[76]
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size seen on all fully burning surfaces. The time scale for this

metamorphosis is less than 1 ms. Often they split into two or

three bright spots. As new particles emerge at the surface, the

bright features appear at the reduced size. As indicated in

Figure 32, the mean size of these bumps is a strong function of

the operating pressure. This mean size is uncorrelated with the

initial formulation of the propellant.

The most striking aspect of these movies is that the above

bright features appear to oscillate just above or at the surface

of the burning propellants. These oscillations generally are of

large amplitude and occur at frequencies on the order of several

hundred hertz to a kilohertz in the absence of any forcing

pressure oscillations. They are very distinctly a phenomenon

associated with the burning of the propellants. Occasionally,

some evidence of an isolated pirticle going through an

oscillation on surfaces that are as yet unburnt can be seen.

However, the oscillation phenomenon is very definitely a

ubiquitous occurrence on all burning surfaces. In particular, on

the ignition studies it can clearly be seen, in the same frames

in which there is a portion of the propellant burning and a

portion not burning, the sharp transition to surfaces in which

there is widespread oscillation of these particles upon ignition.

These ignition films prove that the observed oscillations are not

experimental artifacts. Much of the apparent oscillation is due

to localized flame turbulence, which, due to a random lensing

action, can change the perceived location of various features at

the surface. This occurs without blur due to the short pulse

width of the laser. Since large features at the surface do not

appear to oscillate, it is not clear whether the raised features

themselves actually oscillate, or whether the perceived
4.

oscillation is entirely due to flame turbulence.

A new phenomenon is observed when pressure is increased in

the vicinity of 200 psi. At this pressure, tufts or plumes of

dark materials are seen rising from the surtace. These plumes

[77]
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are not seen at lower pressures, and they are quite localized.

The plumes also oscillate or wave in the manner of flags and are

presumably driven by turbulence in the gas evolving from the

surface. Occasionally the plumes will break off from the

surface. Their identity is currently undetermined, but it is

probable that are in fact smoke.

It is confirmed that the 400-micron diameter particles do not

stand up strongly from the surface, that is, they are for the

most part buried or suppressed at the level of the general smooth

surface. At low pressure, the contours are well defined. This

phenomenon has been observed previously.

3.3 CORRELATOR RESULTS

Our optical correlator was sed to analyze selected frames

from the movies. Fifteen different movie frames were analyzed at

different pressures (See T-;ble 1). It was found that the charac-

teristic sizes of bright features at the surface vary with pres-

sure but not with the particle mix of the propellant. A best fit

to the data was made using three different curves and a standard

x2 routine. 4 4 The first curve was an exponential function in the

form

f(p) = A + B eP/c. (13)

The parameters giving the best fit to the data were A = 59.27,

B = 15.87, and C = 90.97 (Figure 33). The reduced X2 was 0.43,

indicating a 96% probability that the data were nonrandom.

The second curve was a quadra i c funct iorn i n the form

2
f(p) = A + Bp + Cp (14)

A X2 fit yielded the following optimized parameters: A = 70.0,

B = 0.12, and 0 = 2.46 x 10 -3 (Figure 34). ihe reduced X2 of

0.47 gave a 94% probability that the data were nonrandom.
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TABLE 1.

SIZE OF BRIGHT FEATURES VERSUS OPERATING PRESSURE.

Pro ellant
Pressure Grain Large Width Film # Frame *
(PSI) * grain Jim-

62 7 38 104 LS93 28849

63 15 47 102 R12 35840

80 7 38 92 R19 35568

80 7 38 134 R19 35546

95 12 38 78 LS9o 70060

112 17 44 128 R24 78090

116 10 47 97 R25 75736

121 11 50 142 R23 90363

127 13 41 145 LS62 27396

127 17 44 128 LS63 90472

163 15 47 115 R26 70811

164 9 44 142 R27 76607

195 12 38 215 LS34 83599

211 11 50 205 LS35 73826 p

228 9 44 326 R29 97390
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The third curve was a broken line of the form fl(P) and

f2 (P), where

f (p) m p + b (15)

and

f 2(p) m 2 p + b 2  (16)

In Equations (15) and (16), m1 and m2 are respectively the slope

for the first line and the second line, b, is the y-intercept of

fl(x), and b 2 is the y--interecept of f2 (x). A x fit gave

m, = 0.44, b I = 64.5, m 2 = 3.4, and b2 = 434 (Figure 32). The

reduced X 2 of 0.36 indicated a 98% probability that the data were

non-random. The conclusion is that the best fit for the data set

is given by the broken line.

One frame in a movie was compared with succeeding frames to .

obtain the temporal as well as the spatial correlation. The plot

of the highest response of each frame versus the frame-time order

was also expected to be in the shape of an exponential decay.

This would result from the decrease in the size of particles as

they burned. The measured curve turned out to be a damped cosine

function (Figure 35). This implies that an oscillation is

associated with the combustion process. These data are the first

quantitative verification of this result. To make the best curve

fit for these data points, a standard x2 fitting routine was

again used. The specified function to which we fit the data

points was a damped cosine curve:

f(t) = A[B + coswt] e - t, (17)

where A was the initial peak amplitude, B gave a dc offset to the

oscillation amplitude, w was the oscillation frequency, and v was

[83]
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the damping rate. The optimized parameters were: A = 1.4,

*B = 1.31, F = 0.118, and v = 18.8. A reduced X2 of 0.38 was also

obtained, giving a 97% probability that the data were nonrandom.

A similar analysis was used to measure the trend in the

*widths of the correlation functions vs time (Figure 36).

Although there is a good deal of scatter in these data, it does

appear that the widths of the cross-correlation functions

increase as the time between frames increases. This suggests

movement in the apparent location of the bright features at the

surface. A standard linear-regression routine was used to obtain

a fit. This routine made a least-square fit to the data with a

straight line, i.e.,

f(t)= mt + b, (18)

where m was the slope, and b was the y-intercept of the fitted

line. With different weightings for the various y-values

represented by the bars on the plot, the routine's output was

m = 4.68 and b = 126.8. The linear correlation coefficient was

0.74. The probability that the data points were not correlated

was 0.4%.

3.4 ADDITIONAL OBSERVATIONS

Movies were undertaken without using the line filter on the

camera optics to explore the possibility of examining particle

ignition. With shellburst film, streaks from flames occurred

across the frames, but it was not possible to associate them with

a given particle. Due to flame brightness, most of these films

were of unacceptable quality. These streaks did not occur at low
pressure using the slower Technical Pan film. It was even j

possible to film aluminized propellants (e.g., ANB 3066)

successfully without a line filter at pressures below 100 psi

using this film. Some control on the amount of flame emission

[85]
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recorded could be achieved by varying the line width of the line

filter and the speed of the film.

In many cases, although the end of strand was out of focus,

good sequences of the performance of the inhibitor were obtained.

The melting and bubbling of inhibitors and the smoking and/or

flaking of some inhibitors showed clearly. So, as a side effect,

the studies show that copper-vapor laser illumination gives good

information on inhibitor performance. Small adjustments were

made in the scattering geometry to achieve as much shadowing by

particles as possible. There was not much that could be done if

the incoming laser beam did not strike the surface at an oblique

angle. This would require either cutting strands with square

ends or reconfiguring the window bomb. The angle at which the

laser beam or camera was oriented with respect to the windows

could not be moved by very mucL, due to the limited size of the

ports and the increase in reflections if normal incidence was not

used. If the strands were not cut at a 450 angle, the

depth--of-field problem over most of the field-of-view would be

accentuated.

(87]
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS

The utility of copper-vapor laser illumination for high-

refonlut ion, high-szpeed cinephotography of solid--propellant

deflagration has been demonstrated. Movies can be made with a

rat io of the field dimension to the smallest resolvable size of

qreater than 300. These movies are unimpaired by flame

brightness, motion blur, or laser speckle.

The performance of the experiment is critically dependent on

hr' c1' tined Modulation Transfer Function of the camera lero; and

film . [n-ce ':he depth-of-field and resolution are coupled, high

, 'e:',0 ion ea( ts a penalty of a severely limited depth-of-field.

Tli- 1,se of white-light illumination prior to this program has

1 .... 1 '-cverv const ra ints on the depth-of--f ield arid field--of --view

that (an be obtained from such films at high resolution. The use

of an intense pulsed ]: .0.~v for illuminatJon relaxes these

,- ,fr.int-;. Consequently, it is now possible to survey an

,nf ir(, 1! r;ind ,surface in detail. In this manner, meanitriqful

;t, , if.il information can be obtained about particle behavior

in the flame. In particular, analyses of interactions between

* 1 vtr'1 and correlated behavior, if any, can be made.

At pressures below 500 psi, high--albedo features appear in a

sizn rango (5C-2,i microns) that does not occur in the original

,r mil.t rn Tl-o wirlih' of bright features vary with pressure,,

hut not with propellant typ-. T

of a phoio detector array has boeri demonstrated pe

t-, achieve tight position control. Practical limitations are due

to the number of diodes in the array and the quality of the motor

driti- and its; controller The main limitations of this circuit

-)til, 1)(,!;t b- a] leviated by adding more lements to the array.

[88]
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Ultimate performance will be determined by the ability of the

optical subsystem to overcome the lensing action of the

propellant flame. Possibly this can be achieved with incoherent

optics. The signal from the photodetector array gives an

excellent record of the instantaneous local burning rate.

Correlator results demonstrate that simple optical systems

can yield useful quantitative statistics on movies of random data

fields. The existing correlator is difficult to align due to the

requirement of an exact overlay between two frames, including

successive frames in a movie, which never have exactly the same

profile. It is more convenient to work with a high-contrast

transparency than with a low-contrast one. Transparencies should

be made under the same conditions and with the same exposure time

for accurate results.

An inhibitor coating developed for solid propellants does not

smoke :r flake and can be tailored to match the burning rate of

,' the propellant. The base for this inhibitor is a partially

reacted phenolic polymer. This material completes its poly-

merization upon heating in the combustion process, and sub-

sequently chars. The monomer base comes in powder form.

Experiments on %-inch strands showed greatly superior performance

compared to other materials commonly used in laboratory work.

A trade-off must often be made between detail in a film and

visual quality. The MTF of a lens/film system falls off steadily
with decreasing feature size. Low-contrast features are most

severely affected by this fact, so that small-scale, low-contrast

details tend to fuzz out. Large-grain film and a high-contrast

developer result in a film with good visual clarity, while a

fine-grain film and a soft developer give a more faithful

representation of the object field. Similar considerations apply
to reproductions, whether by motion picture projectors or

enlargements of individual frames. The fine detail obtained in a

[89]
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sott picture leads to a blurred result in re .roduct ns using

standard commercial equipment.

Initial stereo feasibility studies on propellant combustion

h;iv,, l, eun successfully completed. This demonstrates that stereo

movies; are possible, and problem areas that need improvement to

make stereo movies practical have been identified. One such area

is customized mirror mounts which need to be designed.
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